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This document contains validated activities and competencies need&

by librarians working in a database producer organization. The following

operational definition of competency was developed:

A copetency isageneric knowledge, skill or attitude of a person

that is causally related to effective behavior as demonstrated

through adtemalperformoncetcriterial 'here:

In ledge is having information about, knowing, mIderstanding,
being acquainted with, being mare of, having experience of, or
being familiar with something, someone, or how to do something.

Skill is the ability to use cue's knowledge effectively.

Attitude is a mental or emotional approach to something, or
someone.

ife have identified several types of knowledge that are necessary to

perform information work satisi,Itorily as follows:

Basic knowledge in such areas as language, communication,
arithmetic operations, etc.

Subjectbiadeste of primary subject fields of users served
such as medicine, chemistry, law, etc.

_ ill. II -1 such as the
information community, its participants and their -Jai,

economic and technical interrelationships, etc.

IncidectecfihatieriLisukin such as the activities required
to provide services and produce products, etc.

7 such as
the mission, goals, and objectives of the user or the
organization, user's information needs and requirements, etc.

O..;
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There appear to be three kinds of Skills necessary to perform

information work satisfactorily including:

Basic skills such as cognitive, ccurnunicatica, analytical, etc.

SkillzLelatedtheachgRecificatiYitX being performed such
as negotiation of reference questions, evaluation of search
outputs, etc.

Other *WS such as managing time effectively, budgeting and
making projections, etc.

Attitudes of librarians are found to be extremely important to work

performance. We have found it useful to subdivide attitudes into:

DigpgsiticiaLlatitaideg Weird one's profession, the organiza-
tion served, one's work organization, and other people such as
users and co- workers.

auccality_traitsAitalities such as confidence, inquisitive-
ness, sense of ethics, flexibility, etc.

IttitzleFLulateila_jcamorthrganiaticn such as willingness
to accept responsibility, willingness to learn, desire to grow,
etc.

The activities and competencies are organized according to the

functions which librarians perform, and by professional level as displayed

in Figure 1. The competencies are cumulative across professional level,

i.e., competencies of mid-level professionals include entries shown at the

mid-level as well as those at the entry level, etc.

It is important to understand the distinction between functions

performed and positions or job titles. Our rationale behind the functional

approach was that we were more concerned with what informatics' profession-

als do than with what they are called. In a single-person library,

therefore, the librarian will undoubtedly perform more than a single

function. In using and interpreting the competency data in this document,

it is important to consider the functions being performed by

ii 7
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Figure 1 Organization of Activities and Conetencies



professionals and the activities being performed to determine which

competencies are appropriate. The functions identified for librarians

working in database producer organizations are:

acquisitions

thesaurus development and control

indexing/abstracting

publications and product management.

Three professional levels were defined as follows:

entry level (up to 3 years of professional experience)

mid level (4-9 years of professional experience)

senior level (10 or more years of professional experience).

The activities performed ata listed first and numbered sequen-

tially. The actual assignment of individual activities to subcategories of

the major activities and to the functions varies from one wtmksetting to

another. The organization of activities that we developed provided us with

the "best fit" case. Indented and unnumbered activities are essentially

paraprofessional activities which, in small organizations, may be performed

by professionals.

The activities are followed by the validated sets of knowledge,

skills and attitudes. TWo versions of each of the lists are provided. The

first set have those competencies designated by the validators as essential

in bold face print, and those designated as desirable in regular face

print. The level of emphasis is denoted by asterisks as follows:

*

* *

denotes each competency rated as essential or desirable by
50-70 percent of the validators of that competency

denotes each competency rated as essential or desirable by
71-84 percent of that validators of that competency



*** denotes each competency rated as essential or desirable by
85-100 percent of the validators of that competency.

The second set of knowledge, skills, and attitudes have competen-

cies designated by the validators di; becoming more or less important in the

future. Again, the level of emphasis is denoted by asterisks as follows:

* *

denotes each competency rated by 1-20 percent of those who

validated it (as essential, desirable, or not applicable) as

becoming more or less important in the future

denotes each copetency rated by 21-40 percent of those who

validated it (as essential, desirable, or not applicable) as

becoming more or less important in the future

k** denotes each competency rated by 41-100 percent of those who

validated it (as essential, desirable, or not applicable) as

becoming more or less important in the future

denotes ccapetencies rated as currently no: Bpplicable which

have also been rated as becoming more important in the future.
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Verification and Ordediag

I. Receive citations for serials/numbered wriest selected monographs,
reports, conference and workshop proceedings, audiovisuals, etc.
approved for inclusion in the indexing database

2.

daDevelop

a working knowledge of the subject scope of the indexing
tabase

3. Determine source of prxurement for each title ordered (jobber, direct,
gift, exchange, etc.)

4. Supervise ordering/claiming of materials to be indexed:

verify and locate additional bibliographic data as required; refer
problems to supervisor

search records to determine if title is already on order
prepare/input subscription and non-subscription orders, Including

the proper "ship to" addresses for mateells to be indexed
off-site

prepare/generate purchase orders, if requir.6
prepare order documentation for wiling, or place orders online

with the appropriate suppliers
forward order documentation to the fiscal control staff for

coordination and nailing, if required
claim outstanding orders
claim missing issues of seria:A/numbered series
cancel orders, as required
re-issue orders to different sources as required
order replacement copies of damaged/lost materials
process, subscription renewals

maintain a statistical record of ordering operations

5. Supervise ordering/requesting sample issues of serials/numbered series
for review by the designated senior indexer

6. Search for trade and non-trade bibliographic information that
technicians are unable to locate; refer problems to higher level staff,
as appropriate

113



=apt ilausaing
7. Supervise receipt processing of materials to be indexed:

sort incoming items, as appropriate
search appropriate file to locate the records
refer items not found in the records to the supervisor
refer to the supervisor items which differ bibliographically from

the item ordered
update records with receipt of individual items/issues/numbers/

parts
flag serial records for gap fillii,g, as required
record/iffix locator label on each piece; may be bar code/OCR label

to allow for tracking of materials in process
input bibliographic data (standard journal title abbreviation,

volume, issue or bibliographic information for monographs,
etc.) on the indexing foray record for each item received; (this
activity may involve transfer of data from one automated file
to another, rather than actual data input on the indexing
form/record)

mark materials with the organization's identification
affix security labels, if required
place new serial titles on the appropriate Shaf for special file

maintenance
place serials which have title changes on the appropriate shelf for

file maintenance
place materials for indexing on the appropriate trucks
deliver trucks to prom locations
annotate receipt or ing slips/invoice copies, if received, and

forward to the 4'. ..caltrol unit
annotate packing _4/invoice copies for damaged/imperfect or

unwanted hardbound series; forward documentation to the fiscal
control unit

p' spare damaged/imperfect materials, incorrectly supplied
materials, and unwanted materials for return to suppliers, if
appr priate

place surplus materials in specified area to await proper disposal
maintain record of receipt processing statistics

8. Review materials for which no order records could be fond (materials
received on approval, as unsolicited sample issues from publishers, as
gifts, etc.); dispose of materials definitely outside the scope of the
indexing database; forward in-scope and questionable materials to the
designated senior indexer



PCITATIES

ACQUISITIONS WRY LEVEL

File Maintenance

9. Supervise creation and maintenance of records for non-serial materials

input orders/requests, unsolicited receipts
update records based on correspondence received and actions taken
update records with receipt, return and disposal information
delete records at appropriate levels
maintain statistical records of file creation and maintenance

operations

10. Supervise creation and maintenance of serial records:

input records for new serial titles
update records with data re: cancellations, reissues, claims, and

gap filling
update records for newly-received t!t.les with indexing assignment

(in-house or contract), standard title abbreviation, ISSN,
frequency, etc.

update records with data re: change in frequency, change of title,
chamge in publisher, cessation, change of indexing assignment

input new records for newly changed titles
input cross reference records as required
remove records from the active file when appropriate
delete records when appropriate
maintain statistical records of file creation and maintenance

operations

St

11. Handle problems related to ordering and receipt processing of all types
of materials and to overall maintenance of the records; refer problems
to higher level staff, as appropriate.

12. Conduct business by phone, when appropriate

13. Write mews and letters, as required

14. Prepare manuals of procedures

15. Make recommendations to the section manager for improvement in
operations of the unit/section

16. Attend and participate in staff meetings



CITIES

AMInsrrices Ennu LEVEL

Other (cant'

17. Provide an overview of the operations of the unit/section to visitors,
as requested

18. Supervise technicians and other paraprofessional staff

19. Work to develop "esprit de corps" among staff supervised

20. Assist section manager in writing job descriptions for self and for
staff supervised

21. Assist section manager in developing performance standards for self and
for staff supervised

22. Assist section manager in the review and performance evaluation of
staff supervised

23. Assist in the se:Led-Ion of new technicians and paraprofessionals

24. Keep abreast of developments in the information field, library
practice, or legislation that affect acquisition and processing of
serials/numbered series, monographs, conference proceedings, audio-
visuals, etc.

25. Attend professional meetings and prepare reports for dissemination to
staff

26. Develop professional contacts both within and outside the organization

.....

NZQUISITIONS MID LEVEL

Verification and Ordering

27. Develop procedures for the verification and ordering of serials/
numbered series and/Or other materials selected for indexing

28. Supervise the maintenance of an address file of procurement sources

29. Draft form letters for ordering serials and other materials, claiming/
cancelling orders, claiming missing issues, ordering lost/damaged
issues, etc.



ACTIVITIES

ACQUISITIONS MID LEVEL

Verification a

30. Work with the appropriate fiscal office to schedule purchases of
materials and renewal of subscriptions in order to operate within the
budget

31. Work with the appropriate fiscal office to develop procedures for the
handling of the final steps in ordering and invoice processing

32. Identify sources for filling gaps

Erasing
33. Develop procedures for receipt processing of all types of materials

Zilelfaintamme

34. Develop procedures for maintenance of records for order/receipt control
of serial and non-serial materials

35. Make preliminary selection of forms and/or develop draft record formats
for all section files

Fiscal (bntrol

36. Work with the appropriate fiscal office of the parent organization to
identify requirements and develop draft procedures for purchasing
materials and services (e.g., open ended subscriptions, dealer
cbs:lc-in)

37. Work with the appropriate fiscal office to develop procedures for
proper packing slip/invoice handling and receipt certification by
section staff

38. Assist the appropriate fiscal office in resolving any problem related
to payment for materials

39. Remain aware of the expenditures and balances it the materials
account(s); notify the section manager of situations which may require
special action

40. Develop projected budget requirements for purchasing materials for the
new fiscal year

17
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41. Assess performance of existing equipment/systens/services used in the
section and investigate capabilities of other equipment/systems/
services

42. Recommend acquisition of new/additional equipment/systems,/services

43. Train staff in operation and in-house maintenance of equipment/systems

44. Supervise in-house operation and maintenance of equipment/Systems

4 Gather information for maintenance contracts on equipment/systems

46. Draft statements of work for contract proposals for services, systems,
equipment and/or maintenance

47. EValuate contractors' proposals

48. Train and supervise entry level staff

49. Assist in the selection of new professional staff

50. Write articles for professional journals/newsletters when appropriate

ACQU7STTIONS SENIOR LEVEL

=fa=
51. Forward to the designated senior indexer any publisher /producer-

supplied information or any other information on newly/soon-to-be
produced materials whidh should be considered for inclusim in the
master indexing detainee

Verification and

52. Select and maintain an up-to-date collection of aids to bibliographic
verification



ACQuismoris SENIOR LEVEL

Bisszedairacessing

53. Mbrk with senior staff of the indexing/abstracting section to establish
procedures and resolve problems related to the timely receipt of
materials for indexing and the input of bibliographic data on indexing
forme/records by section staff

54. hbrk with senior staff and quality and production control staff of the
indexing/abstracting section and data processio staff to develop plans
and procedures for using the acquisitions files for tracking materials
from the time of receipt through completion of the indexing/abstacting
workflow

WOJaatimmuimaxst

55. hbrk with senior staff of the indexing and publications management
sections to develop procedures and resolve problems related to the
regular publication of lists of titles indexed

56. Work with section staff to produce for publication the list of
materials currently indexed; include standard journal title
abbreviations, ISMS, references fran former title to current title for
recent title changes, and standard bibliographic citations for all
other materials indexed

MINE

57. Motion as a technicPA expert in all matters related to acquisitions

58. Interview dealers' repreL.Intatives to learn about the particular
services they offer

59. Identify dealers who have a good performance record in supplying
irregular serials, conference/oongress proceedings, and other materials
which are difficult to acquire

7 19



ACQUISITIONS SENIOR LEVEL

60. Assist the section manager in negotiating with dealers' representatives
to obtain the required level of service in acquiring and/or processing
materials

61. Evaluate dealers' performance and report to section manager

62. Draft section procedures and policies; draft revisions as required

63. Flowchart and document section procedures

64. Assist section manager in on -going systems analysis of the section

65. Analyze statistics for all operations in the section and prepare draft
statistical reports

66. Train and supervise mid level staff

67. Assist section manager in preparing the annual budget for section
operations

68. Function as section manager in his/her absence
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ACQUISITIONS EERY LEVEL

issiaAmaildWe

*** knowledge related to literacy, nueeracy, ocemtelicatices, etc.

,eject knowledge

* knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g. medicine,
chemistry, law, etc.)

** knowledge of foreign languages

LibiamiallbintAillfigifilf2USOOLliagt (Generic)

** knowledge of datinitica, structure, and formats of information
*** knowledge of alternative approaches to the organization of information
*** knowledge of alternative approaches to retrieval of information
*** knowledge of alternative approaches to information management
** knowledge of ay.tlable and emerging information technologies and their

appaicationb
** knowledge of completed and (- ping research in the field and its appli-

cability to practice
* knowledge of career opportunities

** knowledge of how to learn on an ongoing basis

1012112d911112241.1balltiCaLzaluntitSomant§

** knowledge of the expanding information canunity, its participants and
their interrelationships (social, eocrgeic, technical, etc.)

* knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational
structures

knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered

** knowledge of the users of the services and products, their character-
istics and information habits

EagdiStrSaLktatisnLigubar
** knowledge of the acquisitions function, the range of services and

predicts offered (both actual and potential)
** knowledge at the activities that are required to offer the services and

prolice the products
** knowledge oft he various resources that are necessary to support the

activities
*** knowledge of acquisitions tools and sources at bibliographic informa-

tion
*** knowledge of acquisition nethods and teciniquas
" kande* ci PlatOCEMOD eipsobed and how it on be awed

ofof job resconibilities anti working condition (e.g., range

of &ties, potable asponatics, bansfite, etc.)



ACQUISITIONS ENTRY LEVEL

EagsdedgeQUICVAiutunik

*** knowledge of how to perfone the various activities te.g., request ma-
ple issues of selected seriale/babered series, develop a working
knowledge of the subject scope of the index ditabase. supervise
ordering of serials/numbered series, selected monographs and
reports, andiadsuelmeterial* etc.)

** knowledge of bow to me the acquisitions tools and sources of tdblio-
graphic information

*** knowledge of how to apply the acquisition setboimandtechniques

* knowledge of personnel procedures

EagilesimaLthssannizatiguindtheamiarianis_unit

* knowledge of the simian, goalsewdobjectives of the organization
* knowledge of the structure of the organization and the role of the

acquisitions section within the organization
** knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the organi-

zation
*** knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to section operations
** knowledge of the various resources available within the organization

(e.g. personnel, equipment, etc.)
* knowledge of the users' information needs and requirements

ACQU'SSITIONS MID LEVEL

** greater depths of knowledge specified above
** knowledge of the operetions of other sections in the organization and

how they relate to acqulaitions
* knowledge of available vendor-supplied systems, services and products

to Effort acquisitions
* knowledge of the contracting process, bolt' in general and within the

organization
** knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,

services and products



AOWISITIORS SENIOR LEVEL

*** greeter depths of knowledge specified above
knowledge of public relations test nigues

** knowledge of rtatistical description, analysis, interpretation and
presentatim

** knowledge of the costa associated with resources (materials, personnel,
de, etc.)

knowledge of cost analysis and iftempaltatirs methods
knowledge of methods of resomeallocation

** knowledge of attainder measuresandsmthods foc evaluitingpersonnel
* knowledge of alternative menegement structures and their implications

for the operation of the section
** state-of-the-art knowledge of library research and practice as it

relates to the acquisition of print and non-print materials and the
support of Indexing operations
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* knowledge of the operations of tither sections in the organisation and
bow they relate to acquisition

* nwade6ge of available venrbr-supplied systems, services and products
to support anguish-Lan

* Imorledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the
organisation

PapISITIONS SENIOR LEVEL

** knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and
presentation

* knowledge of the costs associated with ZOSOUIVIT (materials, personnel,
apace, etc.)

* knowledge of cost al.lyads and interpretation method,
* knowledge of methods of remoorce allowtion
* Imowlerige of standards, amesores and zwitbods for evaluating personnel
* Waded, of alternative amnagnent strootnres and their implications

for the operation of the section
* state-of-the-art knowledge of library research and practice as it

rel-tes to ba aognisitim of print and nor-print materials and the
support of indexing aerations
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Basic Skills

*** literati-ye numeracy, cognitive, analytical, communications, etc.

gills Related to Specific Activitien

Ability to:

** perform Bad) activity
* establish rapport with colleagues
* comemicate well by written, vestal and non- verbal means
** conduct meetings with individuals and groups
** collect, analyze and interpret data
* make decisions and recamiendations based on available information
supervise staff

* work independently and in groups
** develop criteria for evaluation
* make effective, timely, and well-informed decisions
* isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
* menage the effectively

ACQUISITIONS MID LEVEL

fikiliaReilitadUACIBESCALLUatkiti

* Skills listed awe are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

* perceive the needs of the mg:Elution and not just the section
* anticipate long-range needs of the section
* design systems and procedures to improve section operations
arbitrate and negotiate

ACQUISITIONS SENIOR LEVEL

14

*** Skills listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

* abnudtgi

et mf awaiornns t and evaluation

** optimise the uut of seollon and orgenisational remora=
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MSLUABElgaittkarealraetilitiEE
Ability to:

** perform incb activity
4 menage time effectively

ACQUISITIONS teilD LEVEL.

SEMELBELUECUILEWLAVIEUirsiktkity

Ability to:

* perceive the needs of the argeniza_tian and not just the section
* anticipate long-range needs of the maim
* design systems and procedures to *prove emetics operations

NVISITIONS SENIOR LEVEL

Ability to:

* apply methods of nessureaent and evaluatial
* budget and nice projimame_
* optimise the use of section and organizational resources
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ACQUISITIONS

DifiMitiCIDALAtitlideg

httitudes Toward Inatitatimg

* Respect for profession
* Reepect for the section
* Respect for the parent orginisation

haitudas Toward Other People

Tams! liana

** Respect nears
* Like people in general
Like to help people
Like to meet people
Like to make others feel comfortable

* Sensitive to others' needs

ICASULatherLICLUILECITARUCO

** Respect ceiworkers
** Like to work with others/as a teen
* Like to work an mom
* Wi Magmas to dray Lyra and share knowledge and experience with

others
* Supportive of co-workers
* Enjoy managing/supervising others

PeragoaLZalitieg

*** Alertness
** Assertiveness
* Compassicn/Kindless
* Confidence

** Cheerfulness
*** Dspindsbility
** Detensinatiantrenacity

*** Dip lunacy
Meoticsal stability
Fairness

* Fiedbility/Versatility
** Inaginatim
* Inquisitiveness

** Leadership ability
*** Neatness
** Need for achievement

16
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ACQUISITIONS

zungoLcsautiegunatsu

* Ctrje.-tivity
* Ope-mindedness

*** Optimian/Positive attitude
*** Organization

* Patience
* Physical endurance
* Resourceful

Sensitivefthoughtful
** Sense of honor
* Sense of ethics

** Tolerance

littituslealalataLtsulalearlsAlconizatice

Individual should demonstrate:

** Willingness to take/acoept responsibility
* Willingness to take initiative

** triLlingess to respond to authority, apply and follow policy
** Realization that there is no single "right" way to achieve the goals of

the section/organization
* Desire to learn/ .1(

* Willingness to fail
cc Willingness tc ask questions
** Desire to work to best of ability
cc Responsiveness to time constraints

*** Pccuracy
** Willingness to get bends dirty

*** Attention to detail
cc Willinges. to do clerical tasks
** Desire to follow-through
** Service orientation

*** Organizational identity
** Willingness to promote parent organization and its services

*** Viet of parent organization as part of a larger information environment
* Ability to see broad picture

** Ability to sacrifice short-term gains for long -team goals
** Political sense

*** Curiosity
CC Variety of interests
** Desire to grew personally
*** Desire to grew professionally
* Desire to rosin curse* in specific and general abject field
* Positive attitude toward job

34
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MORE VERSOS LESS DEC:SEAM

DI IRE MIRE
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ACQUISITIONS

MaimaitignaLAtt3kke

ittitudeLlasalth2Litole
TamIltbstraILtheibdolact

*Willirgness to draw upon and share Imovledge and =pedalos with
others

22LAQUAIAllitiee

* Alertness
* Need for achievesalt

attitlideLiklAteCLULLikiMiNItig0
Individual should denau3trates

* Besgosivenees to time constraints
* Willingness to do clerical tasks

36
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THEMES DEVELOPMENT is =MG SENIOR LEVEL

Dna lammot

1. Determine the method (manual or autanated) and procedures by which tae
thesaurus data will be compiled

2. Determine the data elements to be included for each subject tern

3. resign the forms to be used for data collection

4. Develop a basic list of terms in the selected subject field(s) through
review of basic texts, reference works, abstracting and indexing tools,
existing thesauri in the field(s), etc.

5. Categorise the terms and develop tummies

6. Review the term lists for semantic and syntactic consistency

7. Develop written guidelines to ensure that the semantic and syntactic
consistency may be maintained as the thesaurus is updated

8. Develop written guidelines concerning the nature and structure of the
various types of cross references

9. Complete data entry forms for cross-references for hierarchically,
horizontally, and otherwise related terms

10. Add annotations to subject terms, as required

11. Supervise the production of the alphabetical listing of subject terms
ani cross references and the listing of taxonanies

12. Review and correct term lists

13. Submit the term lists to subject experts for review, if appropriate

14. Supervise the correction of the master term lists

15. Prepare introductory material to be included in the printed thesaurus

16. Work with publications management staff and data processing staff (if
appropriate) to arrange for publication of the thesaurus

17. Perform proofreading of assigned sections of the thesaurus, as required



THESAURUS DEVELOPMENT 6 CONISCL SENIOR LEVEL

=tad
18. Review suggestion forms received fran the indexing section for changes/

additions to the approved thesaurus

19. Review assigned taxonomies on a regular basis to determine if changes/
additions to the approved listings should be recommended

20. Check the subject literature and the indexing database for use of the
suggested/questioned terms

21. Evaluate findings and determine the appropriate action to be taken:
recommend establishment of a new subject term; remain:1d a dhange in an
existing term; recommend replacement of an existing subject term by a
new subject term; recommend conversion of a cross reference term to an
approved thesaurus term; reccemend establishment of a new cross
reference term; reccamend restructuring of an entire area of the
taxoncey; reccamend no change in the existing term, etc.

22. Prepare appropriate documentation to support each recammendation

23. Prepare appropriate data entry forms for each recommended addition/
change to the thesaurus

24. Submit documentatice re: changes to the thesaurus to the section
manager for review and circulation to section staff and appropriate
in-house staff

25. Attend and participate in meetings to discuss and act on proposed
changes to the thesaurus

26. Supervise input of approved changes/additions to the master thesaurus
database

27. Prepare introductory material to be included in each new edition of the
thesaurus

28. Work with publications management staff and data processing staff (if
appropriate) to develop procedures and establish schedules for the
regular publication of new editions of the thesaurus

29. Work with senior staff of the indexing section and data processing
staff to develop procedures for regular maintenance of the subject
headings in the indexing database which have been changed in or deleted
fran the thesaurus database

30. Perform proofreading of assigned sections of new editions of the
thesaurus, as required

20 39



TNESIORUS rEVELOPMENr & ONTROL SENIOR LEVEL

Dthat

31. Function as an expert in assigned subject areas

32. Establish and maintain contact with subject experts in the field who
are working in assigned subject areas and who may supply expert advice
upon request

33. Maintain an up-to-date collection of reference works in assigned
subject areas to support subject reference nee&

34. Attend professional meetings in assigned subject areas and in the
information field; prepare reports for dissemination to staff

35. Keep abreast of developments in the information field that affect
thesaurus develops*

36. Develop contacts with other information professionals both within and
outside the parent organization

37. Participate in in-house committees which require specific subject
and/or language expertise

38. Perform special studies, as assigned

39. Sorward recommendations for materials to be included regularly in the
indexing database to the designated senior indexer

40. Conduct business by phone, when appropriate

41. Write memos and letters, as required

42. Maintain a record of work performed

43. Make recommendations to the section manager for improvement in
operation of the section

44. Attend and participate in staff meetings

45. Provide as overview of the operations of the section to visitors, as
requested

46. Train and supervise support staff, as required

47. Work to develop "esprit de corps" among co-workers and staff supervised

48. Assist section manager in writing job descriptions for self and for
staff supervised



ISESAIIRUS DEVELOPMENT & CONING SENIOR LEVEL

Qther (cent' d1,

49. Assist. section manager in developins performance standards for self and
for staff supervised

50. Assess performance of exietinr equipment/system ti;,: I in the section

and investigate capabilities of mbar equipmentleyst

51. ROOM acquisition of new/additional eqripment/s?Ltems

52. Train section staff in operation and maintenance of equipnent/systans

5% Draft statements of work for contract proposals for services, systems,
equipment and/or maintenance

54. Evaluate contractors proposals

55. Write articles for professional :;,,arnals/newaletters

5C, Draft statements of section procedures and policies; draft revisions as
squired

T.. Flowchart aild document section procedures

58. Premmnanuals of procedures

59. Assist section manager in on-going systems analysis of the motion

60. Analyrz 4tistics for all operations in the section and prepare draft
statistical reports

61. Assist section manager in preparing the annual budget for section
orations

62. Function as section manager it. his/her absence
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1BESAOUS DEVEIOPPIENI i °MCA:IL SENIOR LEVEL

ASiC knadild0

*** knowledge related to literacy, numeracy, communications, etc.

BilkilCUSII2dadgfi

*** knowledge of the primary subject field of were served (e.g., medicine,
cheatatry, 1w, etc.)

*** knowledge in greater distil in specific subjects, (e.g., neuroenataay,
neturphysiology, neurosurgery, etc.)

IttfamatiaLacifoialicarleckat (Generic)

** knowledge of definiticm, structure, and formats of information
* knowledge of alternative approaches to the organization of information

** knowledge of alternative approaches to retrial of infountion
* knot/ledge of alternative approaches to information management
* knowledge of available and emerging information technologies and their

applications
** knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field and its

applicabilty to practice
* knowledge of hoiw to learn on an ongoing basis

Enisledgtabcgt information work envirmeas

* knowledge of the expanding information canunity, its parexipants and
their interrelationships (social, economic, technical, etc.)

** knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational
structures

** knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered

** know of the users of the maims and prodorts, their character-
and information titbits

Elladed2ILILAILiffialgui2c2

*** bawled,e of the themaus develapeont and control functions, the range
of services and pmodoota offered (both =tad and potential)

*** knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and
maze the mamas

* knowledge of the various resources that are necessary to support the
activities

*to knowledge of ream= tags in is subject areas
*** Imarledge of methods and for thesaurus development and

control
* knowledge of verb:mann= ed and how it can be unatired
* Made* of :job Ib t3ss and working condition (e.g., range

or atlas. cogAnsatian, benefits, etc.)

23
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INESAURUS DEVEWPMENT 6 CDNEOL SHNIOR LEVEL

racalliaasibaLtsullank
*** imadedge of how to perform the various activities
*** Imowledge of bar to use specific tools for thalami' devalccant and

control
*** knowledge of ha to apply the mftbods and techniques of thalamus

developmnt and control
** wee ci proofreading techniques and procedures
* knowledge of personnel procedures
* knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the

organization
* knowledge of emaluatics methods and techniques to evaluate mass,

services and warts
** knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

presentation
* knowledge of available systems, services and products to support

thesaurus develmeent sod control
* knowledge of the costs associated with resources (materials, personnel,

space, etc.)
** knowledge of cost analysis and interpretation methods
** knowledge of methods of resource allocation
** knowledge of standards, seamen and methods for evaluating personnel
* knorlelge of alternative innagement structures and their implications

for the operatitn of 'the section
** slate-of-the-art k nor] edgr-1 of research and practice in the eaurus

develcsaint and control techniques

owlge of the or niratian and eoaaffl. work unit

*** Imusledge of the mistdaie gals andl objictives of the orgaisation
* knowledge of the structure et the minimal= and the role of the

section within the oconimition
* knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the

organisations
** knowledge GE the pollens and proombres relesent to section operations
* knowledge of the various resources Liable within the organization

(e.g., personnel, equipment, etc.)
*** Imowleige of kw the thallium terms are used by Indexers

* Imowledge GC the egesatices of other sections in the organisation and
how they relate to thesaurus deeelcgment and control



COVIIIIIIICISS Wialkil!D AS 1111X/IDIG
IMRE MEM LABS Dom'

IN DIE MUIR
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IIIIMAURUS EEVEUNNEW a CCNTRCL SENIOR LEVEL

alkillaiglaggibe

** Made* of the primary subject field of mare served (e.g., medicine,
cheldsfay, Leh etc.)

** knowledge In greater with in specific subjects, (e.g., neurcenataly,
neurophysiology. neurosurgery, etc.)

211121381USILfic (Generic)

* knowledge of definition, structure, and founts of information
* Imowledge of alternative approaches to the ocgoisation of Info:nation

** knowledge of alternative approeches to retrieval of information
** Imarledge of alternative approaches bo infanatiam manapeant

*** knowledge of available and emerging I:Abolition technologies and their
applications

*** knowledge of completed and ongoing researdi in the field and its
applicability to practice

* knowledge of career mortalities
* knowledge of bar to lams an an awing basis

DICsafidge_ggiiLithaniktiCILIMILIOWSWIlltal

** loos= of the information casmaiity, its participate and
inter (social, economic, technical, etc.)

** knowledge of the variety of rod' settings and their ocianisational
structures

** Molded,e of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered

*** knowledge of the users of the services and predicts, their character-
istics and information habits

itailadatsLkiatis2ELaksa
* knowledge of reference hale in specific subject mess

*** Imatledge of methods aid techniques for thesaurus development and
control

* knowledge of perfoomnce expected and how it on be measured



IRFSAURUS CEVELOPMENZ s =TAM SENIOR LEVEL

ERCELLISigeALINKADADAMEk

* knowledge of bow to perform the various activities
* lumpy ledge of bow to use specific tools for thesaurus deselcsement and

control
* knowledge at how to apply the methods and techniques of theism=

development and control
* knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate system

services and products
* knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

presentation
** knowledge of available 'pistols, services and products to support

them= development and control
* state-of-the-art knowledge of research and practice in thesaurus

development and control techniques

:, ) .lo

* Imowlete of the mission, goals and objectives at the orgenbatiam
* knowledge of the structure at the orgenisatiat and the role of the

section within the cowbell=
* lumarledje of the various remanioss available within the orginisatiam

(eg, personnel, equipment, etc.)
* knowledge of bow the thesaurus tans are used ty Indian
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isseava. VERSUS MURALS
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*** literacy, nimeracy motive, amalytioal, oommtnicatione, etc.

Aldan Related to Specific Activitiqg

Ability to:

* perform ma activity
*** apply consistently the guidelines for thalamus deadcgaint and control
** locate and use appropriate reference tools to 'provide subject support

in therms development and control
*** perceive the information needs of the thesaurus user

* establish rapport with colleagues
** communicate vi l by written* weds d and non-verbal mesa
** collect, anelyne and inteepat deta
** age decisions and re mennedatIons based an available infoluation

*** work independently ad in group
*** perform sedentary wog
** gwelqp criteria for sueduation
** age effective, timely, and roll - intoned decisions
** isolate and define problem and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
** menage time effectively
** conduct an interview
* conduct meetings with individuals and groups
* supervise staff
arbitrate and negotiate

* anticipate Lang -range needs of the section
* design system and proonderes to *cove section operatics
* apply methods of measurement and evaluation
* budget and make projections
* optimize the use of organizational and section resources

49
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THESAURUS LEVELAPNENI1 & CONTROL SENIOR LivEL

tills Related to Specific Activities

Ability to:

* apply consistently the guidelines for tbesmaus development and control
* locate aid use appropriate reference toolw to provide subject support

in thesaurus development and control
* perceive the information needs of the theseurus neer

** 'stabil& rapport vith colleagues
* cite well by written, verbal ad non-verbal mans
* develop criteria for evaluation
* anticipate lam-same needs of the secure
* &alga vistas and procedures to improve section operations
* bud,* and ask. projection
* %tiniest the use of orgenleational and nautical resources

51
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1BE6AUI1JS DEVEWPMENT it CONISOL

litataitiatullittitudea

Attitadmitaartliontitutigne

*
* Respect for profession

Respect for the theseurosorg=int and control section
* Respect for the parent

AttituchnianaLttirs2=12
Tanrd ila=

** Respect users
* Like people in general

Like to help people
** Sensitive to others' needs

22erdabSELIIthrdigaltiga
* Respect co-workers

Like to work with others/as a teem
* Like to work on own

** Willingness to draw won and share kocerledge and eaperience with
others

* Supportive of co-workers
* Enjoy managing/supervising others

2eLsonslAualitiga

** Alertness
* AssertAveless

** Confidence
gr" Div soda bil it,

* Dateneineticm/l'enacity
* Diplcsecy
* Reotionel stability

** Fairness
* FlezibiLtty/Versatility
* lesgination

** inquisitiveness
*** Leadership ability
** Neatness
** Need for achievement

*** Objectivity
** Open-eindebss
* Optimise/Positive attitude

53
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1SESAURUS LEVEWPMENP a CDNTR3L

*** Orgenizatics
** Balance
** ilosourcefal

Sensitive/Thoughtful
* Sense of humor

** genes of ethics
** Tolerance

Individual should demonstrate:

**11111Ingness to tekWaocept responsibility
*** 111Mngsems to Woke initiative
*** Willingness to reepond to authority, apply and follow policy

* thet there is no single "right" way to achieve the goals of
the sectioVorgenimatiai

*** Desire to lealn/try
* Willing ess to fail

** Williimpees to ask weak=
* Desire to work to best of ability

** Insponsiveness to time constraints
*** Moamar

* Willingness to get hands dirty
*** eal= to detail
* Willingness to do clerical tasks

*** Desire to fallow-through
** Service orientation
* Organizational identity

** Willingness to prozote parent organization and its services
* View of parent organization as part of a larger information environment

*** ability to see brood picture
* Ability to sacrifice short-term gains for long-term goals
* Political sense
* Cariosity

Variety of interests
* Desire to gm personally
* Desire to grail professionally

*** Desire to remain current in specific and general subject field
* Positive attitude toward job

54
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DiSSODitigelLatitUdge

ittitildaniedgdather22012
ntraallalz

* Respect users

Urditallthargia-theataplAge
* Like to work with othersas a tasa
* Willingness to days upon and share hsowledge and experience with

others
* Enjoy senaging/swervising others

prziEvallielitio
* Alexi:nem
* Degradability
*

inquisitiveness** inquisitiveness
* Orval:titian
* Sensitive/thoughtful

attiti&DBelatadtaabarkatganira140

Individual should denomtrates

* Desire to leans/try
* Pcaaracy
* Bezvice ociantatica
* View of paint organization as part of a larger informatics swimmer*
* cariosity

** %twisty of interests
* Desire to grow personally
** Desire to resin arrant in specific and general subject fiold

56
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DATABASE MUM WOFEBSIOIOL ASS

xi menverns



1. Receive material to be indexed

2. Log in each piece as indexing begins

3. Review preliminary data (standard journal title abbreviation or other
title information, volume, ismer pagiration, article/chapter title,
author(s), author affiliation, other bibliographic informatlm,
abstract) entered on the indexing form(record for accuracy

4. Make corrections to preliminary data, if required

5. ilanslate titles, if required, and enter on the indexing form/record

6. Read/scan the item to be indexed and identify the main theme and
sub-themes

7. Enter Check tag data on the indexing form/record, if applicable

8. Select the appropriate headings /heading - subheading ccmtinations from
the approved thesaurus

9. Enter the headings/heading-subheading cnIbinations on the indexing
form/record

10. Mark the subject terms under which the item should be cited in the
printed index, if applicable. Additional unmarked subject terms,
representing sub-themes in the item, will retrieve the cited item
online only

11. Prepare ahstracts or annotations, as required

12. Add comments/questions for the reviser on the indexing form/record, if
necessary

13. Flag pieces which may require additional processing for inclusion in
other indexes/databases

21121

14. Perform proofreading of printed index page proofs as required

15. Complete necessary forms to suggest changes/additicns to the approved
thesaurus; forward forms to the reviser

16. Make recommendations to the section manager for improvement in the
operations of the section

17. Maintain a statistical record of work performed

325
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ACTIVITIES

INIEXIICABSTRACIThi3 WIRY LEVEL

Other (cant' d),

18. Write mews, as required

19. Attend and participate in staff meetings

20. Provide an overview of the operations of the section to visitors, as
requested

21. Assist section manager in writing/updating the job description for
entry level indexers

22. Assist section manager in developing performance standards or entry
level indexers

23. Keep abreast of developments in the information field that affect
indexing and abstracting

24. Attend professional meetings and prepare reports for dissemination to
staff

25. Develop professional contacts both within and outside the section and
the parent organizaticn

DirecliCABsiRACITM miD LEVEL

26. Index and abstract the more difficult materials and the selectively
indexed/abstracted materials

Clialit/Anairiziurlicaltatrag

27. Receive materials to be indexed from the acquisitions section

28. Review materials for presence of proper locator labels; may be bar
code/OCR labels to &Dem for tracking of materials in nrocess

29. Review indexing forms/records for accuracy of bibliographic data input
by acquisitions staff

30. Forward materials for deac4iptive indexing to in-house/contra:t staff:

editorial staff mark article/Chapter title, author(s), author
affiliation, and abstract

:aTboarding staff input dnta
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DINaiti011airariEtiCKLariltKQUISaildi

31. Keep a record (manual/automated) of the location of materials in
process

32. Review/spot check accuracy of editorial and keyboarding staff/
contractor

33. Pbrward materials to be distributed fo. indexing to the appropriate
senior indexer. Notify him/her of any problems which may affect the
volume of material to be indexed

34. Train and supervise technicians who proof the competed indexing
forms/records before they are released for publication processing

35. Run established search profiles and forward/release indexing data to
the designated organizational unit for publication/product processing
according to established schedules

36. Cbordinate the proofreading of page proofs by section staff

37. Draft statements of work for request-for-proposals for contract 'eta
entry

38. Evaluate contractors' proposals

39. Act as project officer for contract services for data entry

Other

40. Review periodically the contents of the online dictionary, if
applicable. Delete terms, as required

41. Work with a senior indexer (reviser) on a one-to-one basis to learn
revision procedures and to develnp the necessary skills

42. Participate in in-house committees which require specific subject
and/or language expertise

43. Perform special studies, as assigned

44. Work to develop "esprit de corps'' among staff supervised

45. Assist section manager in writing job descriptions for self and for
staff supervised

46. Assist section manager in developing performance standards for self and
for staff supervised



Other (cant' d)

47. Assist section manager in the review and performance evaluation of
staff supervised

48. Assist section manager in the selection of new teanicia.as

49. Prepare manuals of procedures for in-house technicians and for data
entry contractors

DIEEXIKWABSTRACTIM SEEM LEVEL

50. Function as a technical expert/reviser in the section

51. Distribute work to indexers according to priority and language and/Or
subject expertise

52. Revise/review the work of all in-house/contract indexers

53. Respond to questions posed by ravisees

54. Supervise the forwarding of all processed materials to the proper
organizational unit for storage or disposal

55. Docummt performance of regimes

56. Prepare and conduct formal training/Updste classes for all in-house/
contract indexers

Selection

57. Fbrmulate a draft policy statement and guidelines for the selection of
materials to be induced /abstracted (fully or selectively) for inclusion
in the master index database

58. Review citationeassues received fray organizational staff and Fran
publishers for possible inclusion in the indexing database; recasrend
titles fcr inclusion

59. Work with the section manager to coordinate the annual mum by senior
organizational staff and/or advisory groups of the list of journals,
monographic series, report series, etc. currently indexed



INEEUNG/ABSI'RACIIING SENIOR TAVEL

QUM

60. Keep abreast of bibliographic standards for indexing and abstracting;
incorporate these standards into section procedures

61. Work with the section manager to determine/revise the processing
priority assigned to each title indexed

62. Prepare introductory material to be included in each issue of the
printed index and in cumulations

63. Together with the indexing quality and production control supervisor,
work with data processing staff (if appropriate) and publications
management staff to establish procedures and resolve problems related
to the publication/release of the indexes/databases on a regular basis

64. Work with senior staff of the thesaurus development and control section
and data processing staff (if applicakle) to develop procedures for
regular maintenance of subject headings in the indexing database which
have been changed in or deleted from the thesaurus database

65. Develop and maintain appropriate search profiles to retrieve subsets of
the master indexing database for processing for distribution as
separate publications/databases

66. Recommend new products which may be developed from the master indexing
database

67. Work with senior staff of the acquisitions section to establish
procedures and resolve problems related to the timely receipt of
materials for indexing, input of bibliographic data on the indexing
form/record by acquisitions staff, and the regular production of lists
of titles indexed for inclusion in the printed index

68. Review indexing staff suggestions for changes/additions to the approved
thesaurus; confer with section manager and other senior level indexers,
as appropriate

69. Act as liaison between the indexing section and the thesaurus control
section on all questions related to use/modification of the approved
thesaurus

70. Prepare/update manuals of indexing and abstracting policies and
procedures for in.4xxxxVcontract indexers

71. Maintain an up-tc date collection of reference works to support the
respective subject reference needs of the indexers



SENIOR LEVEL

Other (cont'd)

72. Work with the section manager to establish and/or revise standards of
performance for all levels of indexers

73. Flowchart and document all section procedures

74. Assist section manager in on-going systems analysis of the section

75. Assess performance of existing equipment and/Or systems (manual or
automated) used in the section and investigate capabilities of other
equipment/systems

76. Rep:intend acquisition of new /additional equipment/systems

77. Train staff in operation and in -house maintenance of equipment/Systems

78. Supervise in-house operation and maintenance of equipment/systems

79. Assist in the selection of new professional staff

80. Write articles for professional publications when appropriate

81. Analyze statistics for all operations in the section and prepare draft
statistical reports

82. Assist the section manager in preparing the annual budget for section
operations

83. Function as section manager in his/her absence



COMPITENCIES NIALIDATED AS
ISSECIAL WSW USDA=
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lamickawledge

*** knowledge related to literacy, maeracy, anunicaticns, etc.

atiacLICDOeledge

*** knowledge of the primary subject field of users served meddxdne,
obadatry, lam, etc.)

* knowledge in greater depth in specific subjects, (e.g., neurcenatomy,
neurophysiology, neurosurgery, etc.)

** knowledge of foreign languages

InfamatisaSaisomigniledge (Generic)

* knowledge of definition, structure, and formats of information
knowledge of albenatimeapprosdhes to the organisational information

* knowledge of altemmrtiveapprosdhes to retrieval of infbation
** knowledge of alternative approaches to information management
** knowledge of available and emerging information technologies and their

applications
* knowledge of completed and ongoing research in the field and its

applicability to pracice
** knowledge of how to learn on an ongoing basis

Knotafsszetjaienyjzipmentseclaatoutioork

** knowledge of the expanding information community, its participants and
their interrelationships (social, economic, technical, etc.)

** knowledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational
structures

** knowledge of the functions performed within the various work settings
and the services and products offered

** knowledge of the users of the services and products, their character-
istics and information habits

EnsailisbeaLldatMailsbit
*or* knowledge of the indedng and abstracting functions, the range of

services and peofteta offered (both actual and potential)
** knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and

province the protbets
* loadedge of the various resources that are necessary to support the

activities
*** Imo:Fledge of indexing tools
*** kande* of Intiesing and absteacting methods and techniques
*** lama** of. inefonlvooa Impacted and how it can be neesured
*** knoulatie of job roponatbilities and =eking conditions (e.g., range

of duties, potable aspensatias, benefits, etc.)



liagilitsbaSithgwtaStMa
*** knowledge of bow to perform the various activities (e.g., rINIASW

descriptive indexing for accurag, perfoim subject indexing, enter
data an the indexing fooefrecord, etc.)

*** knowledge of how to we the indexing tools
*** knowledge of bow to apply the indexing and abstractin9 methods and

techniques
*** knadedge of proofreading techniques and procedures

* knowledge of personnel procedures

ow odes of the orcenizatioa and snecifio work unit

* knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the organieation
** knowledge of the structire of the organintion and the role of the

section within the organization
*** knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the

organization
*** knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to the sectionons

* knowl
peratioedge

af the various resources available within the organization
(e.g., personnel, equipment, etc.)

* knowleeqe of the users' information needs and requirements

INEEKLWABSTPACTIN3 KED LEVEL

*** greeter depths of knowledge specified above
** knowledge of the operations of other notices in the organization and

bar they relate to indszing/ahstracting
*** knowledge of the =treating process, both in general and within the

organization
** knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate system,

services and products
*** knowledge of quality and production control techniques and procedures



INDEXIKWABSTRACTIN3 SENIOR LEVEL

*** greeter depths of knowledge apecified above
** knowledge of public relations techniques
** knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

presentation
knowledge of availebte vendor-supplied systems, services and products

to import Indesingtabstracting
* knowledge of the clouts assomlatedwith resources (materials, personnel,

ewe, ebc.)
* knowledge of cost analysis and interpretation methods
knowledge of methods of resource allocation

** knowlrlge of standards, measures decd methods for evalusthwimesonnel
* knowledge of alternative management structures and their implications

tor the operation of the section
** state-of-the-art knowledge of research and practice in indexing and

abstracting techniques
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filibliteraarlikda

air knowledge of the ptinary abject field of leers served (e.g., medicine,
hemistry, tar, etc.)

**t knowledge in 'Agates depth in 'pacific subjects, (e.g., neuromMy,
or w, neurosurgery, etc.)

* ledge af Zweig) languages

InfilMOLLOLAtiatrladidge (Generic)

*t* knowledge of definition, structure, and faints of intonation
*** knowledge

ci
altmative arprosebes to the ocgenisation of Wolk' ion

*** Waded" of alternative appcoachas to retrieval of information
* knowleds zif altanntive approsches to hematite nenegenent

*** knowledge at available and emerging information technologies ,end their
appliasuans

t** knowledge at ocsialeted and ongoing research in the field and its

*** knomr=ter twoctunitiss
to practice

** knowledge of bow to lam an an angoimq basin

MICKUNISMANIUUlgingtiCIL)12ELowiranicte

** knowledge of the espendang information commity, its part is and
their interrelatianidps (social, -manic, tecimiad, etc.)

*L knotledge of the functions pettecned within the vaL'..as votk settings
and the warless and products offered

fic* knowledge at the as of the services and products, their character-
Utica and infotantical habits

EniailsdacatiblataWkAguk02

** knowledge of the Waxing and abstrecting functitias, the range of
services and products offered (both actual and potential)

* knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services and
prodnce the ptoducts

*fe Warle of the various Emmons that are necessary to sumort the
-vmvitisa

1111 knowledge of indexing tools
** knowledge of indexing and abstracting setb2de and techniques
* ImoirlSage of perfonsmoe and bow it gin be anseured

kearleige of job rexpan itiss and working conditions (e.g., remgc
of duties, potable creipmetion, benefits, etc.)



INDEXINWABSTEACIIN3 EWEN LEVEL

Eaggisige of how to &a work

** kaarledge of how to pea= the various activities
** Imow lodge of how to use the indexing tools
** Imam ledge of how to apply the indszing and abstracting methods and

teckniques
* knowledge of mofreeding tealmicpes and procedures

s_. I I !

* knoarledp of the mission, goals and objectives of the organization
* knowledge of the *suture of the organisation and the role of the

section within the orgeedsatial
* knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the

organization
* knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to the section

operations
* Imodedge of the various resources available within the organization

(e.g. personnel, apeiment, etc)
** Imarledge of the users' inferential needle and requirements

INDExmr,/msrmanG MID LEVEL

* greater depths of lmowledge specified at Ise
** knowleige of the operations of other section in the organization and

how they relate to falesinVabstracting
** knowledge of the contracting procus, both in general and within the

organisation
* knowledge of evaluation methods and techniques to evaluate systems,,-

services and products
** knowledge of quality and production control tedmiques and procedures



SENIOR LEVEL

* greater depths of knowledge tincified above
* knowledge of public relations techniques
* knowledge of statistical descriptim, analysis, interpretation and

ressitatian
** knowledge of available vandoc-supplied wistess, services and prodacts

t* 'wort hdraing/abezacting
* Mow ledge of the oasts associated with remoras (materials, personnel,

etc.)
** knowledgage

e

of oast analysis and interpretation methods

** knowledge of methods of resource &Umatilla
* knowledge at standards, aninzes and methods fac evaluating personnel

* knowledge of alternative management structures and their implications

for the gar:atlas of the section
* state-of-the-art knowledge of research and practice in indexing and

abstracting techniques



ClafferIMIE vausTED AS
INSECIAL VOWS 1:1113IRABLE
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*** literacy, nweeraLy, cognitive, analytical, communications, etc.

fikinaltailtaiLtSLENGiaraiCtilitigg

Ability to:

* pea= isob activity
*** agply ludesing and abstracting rules consistently
** perceive the inforeatiai needs of the data user
* establish rapport with colleagues

** acesunicate well by rattan, verbal and non-verbal seem
** collect, analyze and interpret data

*** make decisions and recomendations based on available information
** work indipandently and in groups

*** perform sedentary work
develop criteria for evaluation

** make effective, timely, and well-informed decisions
** isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
sr** Image time effectively

INECCENG/ABSIRACIIIG MID LEVEL

Skills Related to BiciTaxcific Activity

*** Skills listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

conduct an interview
* conduct meetings with individuals and groups

supervise staff
arbitrate and negotiate
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*** Skills Listed above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

* anticipate lcng-range needs or the section
* desiga systems and pccoedures to isprove sectia: operations

** apply methods of measurement and evaluation
* budget and asks projections

** optimise the use of orgenimational and section resources



COMBINE:11B %warm ps INIMNENG
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kills Related to Specific Activities

Ability to:

** apply indog and abstracting raw consistently
** perceive the ,.ieftion is of the &eta user
* commicate well by written, verbal and non - verbal means
* perfom sedentary work
* make effective, timely, mod well-infremed declaims

** menage thee effectively

IMEXINWABS'RACMG MD LETA,

Skills Related to Bach Specific Activity

* Skills kited above are developed to a greater extent

Ability to:

* conduct an fawners
* conduct meetings with individuals and groups
* supervise staff
* arbitrate and negotiate

INDEXIM/ABSTRACITN3 SENIOR LEVEL

* Skills listed above are developed to a greeter ante*

Ability to:

** anticipate kng-range needs of the section
* design systems and procedures to *arm section operations

** budget and 'eke projections
*f, optimize the me of organizational and section resources



COMPEIINCIES VPLUNIID AS
EBBENTIAL MIAS resnume
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Awn Wane Attitudga

AttitUaRL2gthIalnatititiON
* Respect for profession
* Respect for the section
* Respect for the parent organization

Attitlialt2=Efile
maudlin=

*** Respect users
** Like people in general

*** Like to help people
Sensitive to others' needs

TatillUthing-klAbg-MIDRIA0

*** Respect co-workers
** Like to work with others/as a team
it* Like to work an ain
* Willingness to draw qpcc and share knowledge and experience with

others
* Supportive of co-workers

ZsonnALWAlitigg

*** Alertness
* Assertiveness

** Compassion/Kindless
* Confidence

*** Cheerfulness
* Depaialbility

**Datendnaticeltenscity
*** Diplomacy

Motional stability
* Fairness
* rieribility/Verantility

*** imagination
* Inquisitiveness
LeadersUpatdlity

t* Nemtness
*** Need for achievement

***Cbjectivity
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**a Open-sd
** Optimism/Positive attitude
a Orgenisatial

** Patience
Physical endurance

*** Resourceful
*** Sensitive,/'Thoughtful

*** Sense of tumor
** Sense of ethics
** Tolerance

Individual should demonstrates

** WiLlingness to to responsibility
* Willingness to take initiative

*** Willingness to respond to authority, apply and follow policy
** Realizatice that time is no single rlopt ray to addeve the goals of

the section/organization
*** Desire to learn/try
*** WiLlingness to ask questions
** Desire to wet to best ot ability

*** Responsiveness to tine constraints
*** /Acazracy
*** Attention to detail
** Willingness to do clerical tasks
** Desire to followAhrough
a Service orientation

** Orgee.livational identity

* Willingness to promote parent organization and its services
* View of parent organization as pert of a larger information environment
a Ability to see braid picture

*** Ability to sacrifice short-term gains for longterm goals
** Curiosity
a Variety of interests

*a Desire to grow personally
a Desire to grow professionally
** Desire to main =rent in specific and general at field
** Positive attitude toward job
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ERaitigniaAttitusta

=glides Toward Inatitutim

** Respect for profession
* Respect for the section
* Respect for the parent organisation

Attitudes Toward OtherPeonle

Toward Mere

** Respect users
** Sanitise to others' needs

132a2thnialLtblibrikia=
Respect co-workers

** Like to work on own
** Willingness to draw won and share knowledge and everience with

others
* Supportive of co-workers

Personal Cialitif&

** Mettness
* Compassion/Kindness

** Confidence
** Depaxlibility

Mara-lattice/Tenacity
* Diplomacy

Fairness
* Fladbilitytversatility

*** Deaginaticn
*** inquisitiveness

a Leederibip ability
* Newthess

Maid f noblemen*
* Wjectivity



11IDEXING/AESIRACTING

Personal Qualities

* Open-mindethess
* Optimism/Positive attitude
* Organisation

** Patience
* Resourceful
** Samitive/lhoughtful
* Sense of ethics

** Tolerance

Attitudes Related to Job/WodZagginizaticn

Individual should demonstrate:

** Willingness to take/accept responsibility
** Willingness to take initiative

*** WiLlingwass to respond to authority, anhly ma', follow policy
* Realisation that there is no single "right' u- to achieve the goals of

tbe organization
Desire to 1
Willingham to fail
Willingness to ask questions
Reeponsiveness to time constraints
Accuracy
Attention to detail
Desire to follow-through
Service orientation
Organizational identity
View of parent organization as part of a
Ability to see broad picture
Desire to grow protessiatally
Desire to remain current in specific and
Positive attitude toward job

larger inforsatim enviroment

general subject field
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PACITVITIRS

PUBLICATIONS AND PROLwe NANAGEF1ENT SENIOR LEVEL

Ram lag

1. Work with senior staff of various sections to identify regular publica-
tions (in hardcopy or microform) and special data products (computer
tapes for distribution to database distributors, special reports and
listings, reprints, data supplied to special subject ',Utast groups
for publication of bibliographies, etc.) which may be developl from
the master indexing, thesaurus, and acquisitions databases or may
be prepared by organization staff

2. Contract for/conduct market surveys to identify the potential need,
demand for, and respcum to the various planned publications /products

3. Recommend modifications to planned publications, products based on
analyses of market survey results

4. Work with the section manager, staff of the respective sections, and
data processing staff to prepare the production plane and requirements
for each new publication/product. Provide special assistance by
helping them visualize the publications/products and minimizing
production costs in planning

5. Pbllowing appruva1/madification of new publication/product plans by
senior management, work with the appropriate senior staff to develop
procedures and establish schedules for the production: of each
publication/product

6. Estimate the cost which must be chars-A for min publication/product in
order to cover costs and rake a profit, if applicable

7. Work with represen6rtives of dJtababe distributors era other
organizations to arrange preliminary details related to U.:- use of and
reimbursement for the supplied data

8. Draft documentation required to support the production and distribu,ion
of each approved publication/product

9. Work with appropriate organizational staff to negotiate and monitor
contracts and other agreements in support of production and distribu-
tion of publications/products
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PUBLICATIONS AND PROCUCI1 MANAGE/41M

tatataseCoordinatice

SENIOR LEVEL

10. Keep abreast of industry -wide standards for online databases

11. Work with senior data processing staff and staff of the respectilm
sections to ensure that established standards are maintained in online
file. ieveloped by the organization

12. Work with senior staff in the respective sections and data processing
staff to develop methods for testini the technical integrity of each
database prior to _aleame of tapes for publication processing or for
distribution to database distributors

13. Work with appropriate staff in the respective sections to ensure that
the content data in each database is ready for release on schedule and
fulfills quality and quantity requirements

14. pork with data processing staff, representatives of database
distributors and photocamposition/videocomposition contractors to
ensure that the data is released in formats compatible with the
receivers' systems

15. Coordinate in-house preparation of documentation and training programs
for representatives of database distributors; provide them with an
overview of the content and potential uses of the data contained in
each database

16. Coordinate staff review of database cbcumentation created by database
distributors for their clients

17. Coordinate the sending of computer tapes to the database distributors
an schedule

18. Supervise the maintenance of documentation files for each database
released to database distributors

le Maintain a statistical record of the use of each database by database
distributors' clients

20. Maintain a financial record of the royalty/usage charges received from
database distributors



PUBLICATIMIS AND PRococr NANNOT _.2 SENIOR LEVEL

ZublicaticmCauslinatioo

21. Work with in-house staff and contractors to ensure that all deadlines
are met in the production schedule for each publication

22. Coordinate operations related to the processing of illustrations for
publications:

make/Obtain half-tone photos and/or line cuts
crop photos as required and mark their locations on galleys
write captions
choose type
paste ur boards
ensure return of negatives from publisher and file
return artwork obtained on loan

23. Provide guidance, as neeektd, to senior staff of the respective aseticns
in development of objective, user-orientei introductory materials for
publication

24. Send galleys of introductory materials for typesetting

25. Coordinate the proofreading of the introductory materials by senior
staff in the respective sections

26. Obtain computer tapes of the content data for each publication and send
to the appropriate source for computerized photocomposition/
videocanposition

27. Receive the positive or negative camera -wady copy

28. Work with senior staff of the respective sections to coordinate the
proofing of the camera-ready content data

29. Des,gn or contract for the design of the covers for each publication

30. Establish a color rotation cycle for the covers of ruccessive year's
issues/canulaticns

31. Obtain /assign publication numbers for each publication, as required
volume and issue numbers, in-house document numbers, publisher's

series numbers)

32. Obtain an ISSN for each title published as a atrial

33. Obtain Cataloging -in- Publication (CIP) data for each publication/
series
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PUBLICATIONS MID PRODUCT MAN1GENENT SENIOR LEVEL

Bablicaticwiztuclinaticiumwsu

34. Apply for copyright for each publication, if appropriate

35. Send the complete package of camera-ready copy to the printer with
specifications for the size of the publication, the cover color(s), the
type of binding, the type of paper, the number of copies (for in-house
use and shipment to the distributing agent), etc.

36. For dab-, to be published by special subject interest groups, send the
camera-ready conte;f: data to the respective organizations for
publication processing

37. Par microform publications, send canputer-output-microfilm (024) and
introductory copy to the appropriate contractor for the creation of the
masters and production of copies. Specify the num!)er of copies for
in-house me and for shipment ti the distributing agent

38. Par special or occasional publications, provide guidance, as needed, to
senior staff of the respective sections regarding writing the
introductory material, so that the publication will not be outdated too
quickly by use of time - linked wording

39. Par approved reprint publications, send negatives, if available, to the
reprint publisher; ensure that all negatives are returned

40. Keep track of costs related to production of each publication; note
cost trends

41. Notify the respective Elections of the costs associated with prodUction
of each of the publications

42. Supervise the maintenance of files related to production of each
publication

IIKketing

43. Prepare advertising brochures for each publication; coordinate review
by appropriate in-house staff prior to publication processing

44. gayest/purchase waling lists from appropriate sources to reach the
target audience for each publication

45. Coordinate mailing of samples of new publications to the clitors of
journals and reference guides in the appropriate 'object fields

46. Work with a graphics designer to prepare copy for paid advertisements
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PLTIVITIES

PUBLIMIOAS AND PAIMUCT NAIDGMENT SENIOR LEVEL

Mr Jutting...knit&

47. Purchase advertising space in appropriate journels

48. Plan and staff exhibits of publications/produrts at professional
meetings and conferences

49. Coordinate the preparation of a list of publications/products produced;
publish the list as a separate or include the list (full or partial) in
each title published

50. Contact known users of each publicatiouipaoduct to get feedback on ways
the publication/product may be improved

Zhu

51. Assist users, as requested, in resolving problems which they may
encounter in obtaining/using the publications/Products

52. Attend 7rofessional meetings in the information field and in
publications and product management; prepare reports for dissemination
to staff

53. Keep abreast of developments in the information field that affect
publications and product management

54. Develop contacts with other professionals in publications and product
'anagement

55. Perform special studies, as asaigned

56. Forward suggestions for materials to be included in the indexing
database to the designated senior indexer

57. Conduct business by phone, when appropriate

58. Write memos and letters, as required

59. Maintain a record of work performed

60. Make recommend:3;1ms to the section manager for improvement in
operation of the section

61. Attend and participate in staff meetings

62. Provide de over'iew of the oparationn of the section to visitors, as
requested
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PUBLICATIONS AND P1CWCI' NANAGENENr SENIOR LEVEL

fther (cart' d)

63. Train and supervise support staff, as required

64. Work to develop "esprit de corps" among co-workers and staff supervised

65. Assist section manager in writing job descriptions for self and for
staff supervised

66. Assist section manager in developing performance standards for self and
for staff supervised

67. Assess performance of existing equipnalt/systeas used in the section
and investigate capabilities of other equipment/systems

68. Reoammend acquisition of new/additional equipment/systems

69. Train section staff in operation and maintenance of equipment/systems

70. Draft statements of work for contract proposals for services, systems,
equipment and/or maintenance

71. Evaluate contractor's proposals

72. Writ. articles for professional journals/newsletters

73. Draft statements of section procedures and polici draft revisions as
required

74. Flowchart and document section procedures

75. Prepare manuals of procedures

76. Assist action manager in cm-going systems analysis of the section

77. Analyze statistics for all operations in the secti.or ad prepare draft
statistikal reports

78. Assist section manager in preparing the annual budget for section
operations

79. Function as section manager in his/her absence





PUBLICITIOWPRCOUCT IlAteGEMENr SENIOR LEVEL

Ihedalmgailagg

*** Imo , ledge related tc literacy, numeracy, xmounicatiais, etc.

ZUblect_kagaidge

** knowledge of the primary subject field of users served (e.g., medicine,
chemistry, law, etc.)

* knowledge of foreign languages

illfal2EdiCILEGinizalizalSige (Generic)

* knowledge of definition, structure, and formats of intonation
* knowledge of alternative egproaches to the argrmisatian of infonatico
* knowledge at alternative asoccachus to retrieval of intonation
* lmowledge of alternative approaches to inforestion sonagannt
* knowledge of available and merging information technologies and their

etmlications
* knowlelp of caapleted and ongoing research in the field and its appli-

cability to practice
* knowledge of career opportunities

** knowledge of how to learn an an ongoing bees

EnStilitskaitatinfauticsumluiriimomean
* knowledge of the emending intonation oommity, its porticipants and

their interrelationships (social, eomodc, tom, stn.)
* kncwledge of the variety of work settings and their organizational

structures
* knowledge of the fax:Lion performed within the various work settings

and the services and products offered
*** knowledge of the users of the services and prodocts, their character-

istics and information habits

EcedesigacaLubatargds if-AM

*gm boasts of the publication and product wergiannt foictions7 the
range of services and prodocts offered (both actual and potential)

*** knowledge of the activities that are required to offer the services aid
prod= the products

** knowledge of the various resources that are flummery to support the
activities

*** knowledge of methods and techniques for publications and product
amegaant

** knowledge of perform= and how it an be measured
* knowledge of job and working ormditicas (e.g., range

of duties, pcobible ompasatica, benefits, etc.)



IstELIC.XFICWPRODUCT Parmamere SWIM LEVEL

EigtaedasiLkaLtisulamuls

*** imorletige of bow to perform the various activities (e.g., condx*
market surveys, plan new 3tspublioations/prock, coordinate
prodicticn of publications/products, etc.)

** knowledge of bow to apply the methods and teehniques of publication
and product menageeent

* Imeedatige of proofreading techniques and procedures
* knww.r.edge of pommel procedures
* knowledge of the antracting mom, both in general and within the

organization
** knowledge of sraluatica methods and tecimiques to evaluate metals,

services and products
* knowledge of quality aid prodacticn control tat:Wigan and peacetime
* knowledge of public relation technkpes
* knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

presentation
** knowledge of available systems, services and products to support

publication and product senagesunt
* knowledge of the oasts associated with resources (materials, pear:mei,

gram etc '
* knowledge of coat. analysis and interpretation methods
* knowledge of method, of resource allocoticn
* knowledge of standards, measures and methods for evaluating personnel
** knowledge of alternative management structures and their implications

for the operation of the section
* strata-of-the-est knowledge of research and practice in publication and

wart sanagement teciniqins

IcoCidliciadtheItraili=1;11iiddagrake-Maiillit
*** knowledge of the mission, golds and objectives of the orgmtizatiarg
*** knowledge of the structure of the organisation and the role of the

section within the aegenisaticn
** knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the

aganisatien
** knowledge of the policies and procedures relevant to section operations
** knowledge of the various resources aral-al ble within the orgenizatioi

(e.g., personnel , equiment, etc.)
** knowledge of the operations of other sections in the organisation and

how they relate to publications end prodict innagement
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PUBLICATIOWPRODUCr MANAGEMENT SENIOR LEVEL

Epooledge of bow to do work

* knowledge of how to perform the various activities (e.g., conduct
market surveys, plan new publications/products, coordinate
production of publicatiaw/products, etc.)

* knowledge of how to apply the methods and techniques of publications
and product management

** knowledge of the contracting process, both in general and within the
organisation

** knowledge of evaluation methods and tedmiques to evaluate systems,
services and products

* knowledge of quality and productions control techniques and procedures
* knowledge of public relatiaus teclmiques
* knowledge of statistical description, analysis, interpretation and

presentation
** knowledge of available eystess, services and products to support

publications and Product management
* knowledge of the costs associated with resources (materials, personnel,

space, etc.)
* knowledge of cost analysis and interpretation metbode
* knowledge of methods of resource allocatias
** knowledge of alternative management structures and their implications

for the operation of the section
* state-of-the-art knowledge of research and practice in publications and

product management techniques

p 11'.. 0 . # If

* knowledge of the mission, goals and objectives of the organization
* knowledge of the structure of the organisation and the role of the

section within the organisation
* knowledge of the various projects and key personnel within the

organization



COMPZINCIES VALIDATED AS
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PUBLIMTIOWPROIXET MANAGEMENT SENIOR LEVEL

Bliikhisillp

*** literacy, numeracy, cognitive, analytical, amenicatims, etc.

gliiilaBelatedtoSperairactiyities
Ability to:

*** perform But activity
*** establish rapport with colleagues
*** casetnicate well by written, verta/ and non -verbal means
** collect, analyse and interpret data
*** stew declaims and recommendations tamed an available infonnaticn
*** work independently and in groups
** perform sedentary work
* develop criteria for evaluation

*** make effective, time/y, and well-inforned declaims
** isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and

action for their solution
** manage time effectively
* cendact an Interview

*** conclict meetings with individuals and groups
** supervise staff
** arbitrate and negotiate
** anticipate long-range needs of the section and of info:entice users
* design systems and procedures to improve maim cperatims/products
* apply methods of misaurament and evaluation
* budget and mike projecticne
** optimise the use of organisaticnal and swam resources
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PUBLICATIOWPRODUCT NANAMENIt SENIOR LEVEL

Skills Relates to it,

Ability to:

* perform nigh activity
establish rapport with colleagues

* ammunicate well by written, verbal and noverbal means
* collect, analyze and interpret data
* coke decisions and reccemsdatiais based an available information
work independent] ar in groups
sake effective, y, and wellinformed decisions

* isolate and define problems and develop the necessary criteria and
action for their solution

* manage tine effectively
a conduct meetings with individuals and groups
a supervise staff
a arbitrate and negotiate

** anticipate long-range needs of the section and of informatiai users
a design systems and procedures to improve section operatiaw/products

apply =thole of neasurssent and evaluation
* budget and make projections
a optimise the use of organisatiatal and section resources
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** Inspect for profession
*** aspect for tbetablications and product mmnegament section
** Amspect for the parent organization

lattitzlehMannilltherlesch.

Wm:1M=
** Aespect users
* Like people in general
* Like to help people
** Like to net people
** Like to make others feel comfortable
* Sensitive toothier,' needs

TodnaLthextbtheAurlialasa

* Respect co-workers
** Like to work with others/Pas a teem
* Like to work on owm
** Willingness to dm upom and share knowledge and experience with

others
* Supportive of co-workers
* !Way assaging/supervising others

*1 Alertness
* Assertiveness

** COmpassion/Kindhess
* Clonfidenoe

** thee fulness
*** Dapendebility

* Daterainatiantranacity
** Diplomacy
* liotionml stability

** Pliznsms
***PlasibilityAbrmatility

* imagination
* Inquisitiveness
* Lamdmod4 ability
imtnems
NW for ambisvament

* Cbdsotivity
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buggna_auld'ties (canted)

** Opeernint lobes
* Optimise/Positive attitude

" °cyanotic'
** Patience
** Physical endurance
* Iamourceful
* Sensitivernoughtful

** Sense of lunar
* Sense of ethics
* Tolerance

Attitudeallektettalabaiuk&rganintign
Individual should demonstrates

*** Willingness to take/accept responsibility
*** Willingham to take initiative
*** Willingness to respond to ae-hority, apply and follow policy
** holisation that there is no single right may to achieve the gua'a of

the sectics/orgenisation
*** Desire to lsarnitty

* Willingness to fail
*** Willingness to ask questions
** Desire to sock to best of ability

*** nespeosivemes to tine constraints
*** McGraw
* Willingness to get kends dirty

*** IA:tentiat to detail
* Willingness to do clerical tasks

*** Desire to follsethrough
* Service orientation
* Orgeobationel identity
** Willingness to pumas parent organisation and its services
** Vial of parent ocgnisation as pert of a larger information environment

*** Ability to see broad picture
** Pbility to sacrifice short-tem gains for long-terse goals

*** Political sure
* Curiosity

Variety of interests
* Desire to grow personally
* Desire to gra* professionally
** Desire to resin current in specific and general abject field

*** Positive attitude tomard job
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